
Product Profile

Fish collagen peptide is produced by using original enzyme technology, mainly originated from tilapia, cod fresh skin. The 

purity of collagen peptide produced is up to 97% and the molecular weight is within the range of 500-5000 Dalton, are widely 

used in health food, health care products, cosmetics and pharmaceutical products.

Specification:≥ 90%

Standard: GB31645-2018

Product name: Fish collagen peptide

Appearance: White fluidity particles                

Origin : Deep sea fish scale and skin
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Manufacturing Technique

Fresh fish scales or skin

Spray drying Sterilization Removing fishy smellConcentration

Pre-treatment Colour fadingEnzymatic hydrolysis

Fish collagen peptide is mainly originated from tilapia, cod fresh skin through bio-enzymatic 

directional shear technology.



≥ 90%

Skin
Fish collagen peptide can repair the acne scars on the 

epidermis, smooth fine lines; shrink pores, effectively lock 

moisture, keep skin moist and bright.

Function

Transportation: express delivery or logistics

Storage: stored under low temperature drying conditions

Packing: 25kg/carton for bulk goods, 1KG/ foil bag for sample

Shelf life: 2 years
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Daily dosage recommended: 3-10g

Application

Eyes
Supplement of fish collagen peptide can tighten the skin 

structure,and eliminate dark circles and bags under the 

eyes.

Body Firming
Supplement of fish collagen peptide can etall and straight 

breast, slim body, reduce fat.

Bone
Fish collagen peptide can promote the formation of bone, 

improve bone strength, prevent osteoporosis, but also 

enhance the absorption of calcium.

Immunity
Fish collagen peptide can scavenge free radicals, have 

high antioxidant, high antibacterial activity, high 

anti-proliferation of cancer cells

Food Field:  solid beverage, tablet, capsule, oral liquid and other food and functional foods. 

Cosmetic Field:  shampoo, make-up water, emulsion, face cream and other cosmetics. 

Vessels
Fish collagen peptide can rapidly and effectively increase 

the elasticity of blood vessel wall and prevent 

arteriosclerosis and other diseases.


